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1. INTRODUCTION

For a large number of higher plants it has been shown that for several
reactions an antagonism between red and near infrared irradiations existsThis has been demonstrated in earlier work from this laboratory (10, 11) and
also by BORTHWICK, HENDRICKS et al. (1).
In our laboratory wehaveespecially studiedinternode and petiole elongation
as influenced by light. Notwithstanding the fact that our equipment is rather
extensive, we still were limited in space, so that we have looked for a smaller
plant.Wefound Avena seedlingsquite acceptable, withtheelongating coleoptile
as the object. This allows a more rapid procedure, and at the same time yields
more accurate results, owing to the much larger number of plants one can use,
as compared with, e.g., tomato.
Some work has already been done in Avena coleoptile overall growth under
white light conditions (7, 12), and in coloured light (6). THOMSON (7), for
white light, concluded that light speeds up all growth reactions. According
to this author, irradiated Avena coleoptiles have a higher growth rate, but
growth sooner stops than in dark. SCHNEIDER (6) has shown the same for the
action of red light. WENT (12) has demonstrated that the inhibition is linear
with log energy. Different spectral regions give parallel lines, the positions of
which determine the absorption spectrum (4).
LIVERMAN and BONNER (3) have demonstrated that Avena coleoptile sections
show the antagonism between red and near infrared irradiations. Growth was
measured after 6 or 16 hrs. It was possible to annihilate the red light growth
promotion by subsequent near infrared irradiation.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Equipment for irradiation. For the near infrared irradiation our laboratory has two pieces
of equipment available. The first is described by WASSINK and VAN DER SCHEER (9) for supplementary illumination of plants. The light source for this cabinet consists of 6 incandescent
lamps of 60 W each. This source is combined with a water layer of 3 cm and a blue and a
red glass. The radiation in this cabinet is between 700 and 1,000 m[i and the intensity is about
800 ergs/cm2sec. The second unit is designed to obtain much higher intensities; 18 bulbs of
100 W each are mounted over about the same surface as in the first apparatus. It has the same
filtering as the previous one, however with a water layer of 5 cm, and allows to apply an
intensity range from 40,000 down to 500 ergs/cm 2 sec.
A set-up for yellow irradiation yields an intensity range from 14,000 ergs/cm2sec. down to
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about 100ergs/cm2sec.The light source consists of 6 sodium vapour tubes, mounted closely
together, the total installed energy is 840W. Thefiltercombination is 5cm water and 1cm
half-saturated copper sulphate solution. A sheet of yellow cellophane isintercalated to keep
the bluelines out. The light obtained consists almost exclusively of the yellow Na-lines.
The red light cabinet used in this investigation is of the same construction as the one used
for lowintensity irradiation in near infrared. Thelight isproduced by4redfluorescent40W
tubes, combined with a red glass to remove the short wave length emission (further details
in [9]).
Plant material. We have used the common experimental oat variety "Zege" (in German
"Siegeshafer"). The grains are scaled, and soaked in tap water for 2hrs. Hereafter they are
put sidebysidealongtheborder of a squareglassplatewhichiscoveredwitha pieceof filter
paper and is lying in a petridish. The germules have to hang over the glass margin, and the
grains must be turned with their grooves downward. Germination is allowed in darkness for
2days.After thistimeequallygerminated seedsareselectedand stuckinto a 1J% agar layer
ina petridish.Thisisdonein averyweak "daylight"fluorescentroom illumination. Theagar
acts as a water reservoir and at the same time as a support for the growing plants.
Eachglassplatetakesabout 70seedsfrom whichweselect40-50seedlingsfor 2agarplates.
In eachexperimental treatment, mostly 2agar plateswith seedlingsareused originating from
different glassplates.Only thelowerhalfs of the petridisheswereused, and a setof them was
covered with onelarge board sheet with a 2cm high wooden rim. The second day this cover
islifted byintercalating a wooden frame of 6cmheight. Thecover isimportant to assure the
appropriate degree of humidity. Especially during the first day on agar the plants require a
very high humidity. Onlyunder theseconditionstheyoungrootsreachtheagar.Assoonasthe
roots have settled on theagar, theairhumidityislessimportantfor anormalfurther growth.
Thedisheswith theplantsareindarknessfor 3days.Thentheplumuleisabout 5cmhigh,
of which the coleoptile occupies only between 1and 2cm. Hereafter, soonthe 5th day, the
plantsarereadyfor irradiation. Thisnormally takesnot morethan a few hours. Afterwards,
the plants are brought into darkness again to complete the growth of the coleoptiles. This
takesup to 5more days,sothat thetotal duration of anexperiment isnot morethan 10days.
Ultimately, wemeasure the lengths of the full-grown coleoptiles. Thefiguresare averages
of around 40 single measurements.
3. EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

Normallighteffects.The results of three equal experiments in yellow light
are represented inTable 1.In these experiments the plants were continuously
irradiated from the 5th day onward until all first leaves had grown through
the coleoptiles. Four light intensities were given and a dark control was included. The lengths of the coleoptiles are given in mm (Table 1,a), and as
percentage of the dark control (Table 1,b). The dark controls differ only
slightly which enables us to use the more convenient percentage-way of presentation. Subsequent tables will give the results in percentages of the dark
control only. Table 1shows that the coleoptiles are more inhibited at higher
lightintensities.
TABLE 1. Inhibition ofAvenacoleoptilelength byirradiations of different intensities.Three
identical experiments. From the 5th day on continuously irradiated with yellow
light at intensities of 4,400;900;200,and 80ergs/cm2sec.
a. Lengths of coleoptiles (means out of ± 40)in mm.
b. Coleoptile lengths in percentages of dark controls.
a

b

Yellow light intensity
(ergs/cm2sec.)

1

2

3

1

2

3

4,400
900
200
80
Dark

36.0
36.1
39.3
42.9
68.4

34.8
36.9
40.1
40.6
65.5

36.1
35.6
37.8
43.4
64.9

53
53
57
63
100

53
56
61
62
100

55
55
58
67
100
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FIG. 1. Inhibition of.4venacoleoptilelengthasinfluenced byintensity
of irradiation. Yellow light during 10 hours ( + ) or continuously (0) in the intensity
ranges from 300 to 12,500 and
from 80to 4,400ergs/cm2sec. respectively.

Figure 1demonstrates that the inhibition is linear with log i. Thepointsin
the graph result from two experiments in four different light intensities.Both
seriesare on the same slope;it appears incidental, however, that they are on
the same line, since the irradiation pattern is quite different.
Table 2 presents the results of some experiments in 800 ergs/cm2sec. red
radiation of different duration. Irradiations of longer duration have stronger
inhibiting effects than those of shorter duration. With high light intensities it
is of no useto irradiate longer than for about 10hrs.After thistime,the first
leavesfrom thetreatedplants breakthroughthecoleoptiles,andthecoleoptile
growthstopscompletely.Thismomentisreachedsoonerwithmorelightenergy
whichisinaccordancewiththefiguresof THOMSON (7).
TABLE 2. Inhibition of Avena coleoptile length by irradiations of different durations.
Irradiation for durations2 of 1000, 100, 10, 1,and 0 minutes with red light at an
intensity of 800 ergs/cm sec. Means in percentages of dark controls from four
different experiments.
-\__

Experiment number
^~~~~^^_^^
Exposure time (minutes) ^ ^ ~ ~ - \ _ ^

1

2

3

4

Mean

0
1
10
100
1000

100
86
82
73

100
85
75
73

100

-

-

100
84
79
76
541

100
85
80
74
57

1

_

85
75
59

Only 600minutes.

Similarto theintensityfunction oflight,inhibition islinearwithlogtimeof
irradiation.Anexampleofseveralexperimentsshowingthisfeatureispresented
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infigure2. In regions of lower inhibition there is a deviation from linearity.
Duringtransportingtheplantsfrom thelightpositionintodarkness,weperhaps
were not working in complete darkness which will be checked soon.
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FIG. 2. Inhibition of Avena coleoptile length as influenced by2
duration of irradiation. Red irradiation of 800ergs/cm sec. during exposure periods from 1to 1,000 minutes.

So far we have seen that the effect of light on inhibition of the length of
Avenacoleoptiles is linear with log time in time series and with log intensity
in light intensity series.This makes it reasonable to think of a log-linearity of
inhibition against i X t, and the results shown in figure 3support this idea.
°/0 of dark c o n t r o l
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FIG. 3. Inhibition of Avenacoleoptile length as influenced by irradiation energy. Yellow light during 5 or 24 hours at intensitiesfrom 300to 12,500ergs/cm2sec.
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The effect of successiveirradiations isadditive asis obvious from Table3.
Aweak irradiation following a strong one has only a smalleffect owingto the
log-position of total energy given. For the same reason a strong subsequent
irradiation has a noticeably smaller length-decreasing effect than a preceding
one of the sameenergy.
TABLE 3. Inhibition of Avenacoleoptile length by one or two successive irradiations with
yellow light. Intensity in ergs/cm2sec. Duration in minutes.
Intensity (ergs/cm2sec.)

r
Time of irradiation
(minutes)

8,000

8,000

180

Relative
coleoptile length

o

0
0
0
0
60
100

0
0
0
100
0
0

100
88
85
80
79
77

60
100
100
60
100

Specialeffectsofnearinfrared. An inhibition owing to a rather strong irradiation with yellow light is reinforced by a similar subsequent irradiation,
whileit can bepartly annihilated by subsequent near infrared (Table4).
TABLE 4. Inhibition of Avena coleoptile length by two successive irradiations. First irradiation in the spectral region indicated on top,intensity inergs/cm2sec, duration
in minutes. Second treatment as indicated at the left side.
\ ^ ^ 1stTreatment
2nd T r e a t m e n t \ .

Yellow
8,000
60min.

Dark
88
79
Yellow *) . . . .
90
Near infrared . .
*) Each foregoing treatment duplicated.

Near infrared

8,000
100min.

12,500
120min.

40,000
120 min.

85
77
92

69
55
82

89

Dark

100

85

Itappearsimpossible,however,to recoverthe 100%valuewitha subsequent
near infrared irradiation (the third horizontal line reaches about 90% only).
This is to be expected considering that 120minutes of near infrared have an
inhibiting effect of 11%, yielding 89%, while a double quantum even goes
down to 85%.That there really isa partial reversal of theyellow inhibition is
shown by thedifferences betweenthe 1standthe3rdhorizontallines:88to90,
85to 92,and 69to82.
Thefirst mentioned difference isonlysmall,theinhibition resultingfrom the
yellow irradiation in this combination was hardly stronger than that of the
near infrared irradiation alone.In such acaseitisimpossible to decideinhow
far the inhibition is an effect of the yellow light (irreversible part) or of the
near infrared (newlyinduced).
Table 5 contains another example of the irreversible inhibition. In these
experiments the number of exposure to yellow and near infrared has been
increased. The table shows that, aside of the well-known reversal (column1
versus 2), thefinalinhibition becomes stronger with every new I-Y combination (column 1),while at the same time the irreversible part of the inhibition
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TABLE 5. Reversibility between yellow and near infrared in Avenacoleoptile length.
1 = 2 hours of 40,000 ergs/cm2sec. near infrared, and Y = 2 hours of 8,000
ergs/cm2sec. yellow light.
Irradiation pattern

Relative coleoptile length

Dark
Y
I
I Y
Y I
Y I Y
Y I Y I
Y I Y I Y

100
80
94
70
90
68
89
64

increases (column 2).A comparison ofTable 5withtheresults ofnear infrared
treatment from Table 4 suggests that the irreversible part is fairly completely
determined bythenear infrared inhibition alone.
Table 6 shows some more results in accordance with this suggestion, the
reversal iscomplets with an infrared treatment of less than 2hrs. Again, it is
impossibleto recoveralength abovethat ofthenearinfrared alone.Thelength
reached after a sufficiently strong near infrared dose seems to be independent
of any pretreatment with shorter wavelength radiation.
TABLE 6. Inhibition of Avenacoleoptile length by two successive
irradiations. First treat2
ment: 0, 1, 2 or 4 hours red light (800 ergs/cm
sec.). Second treatment: 0, 1,2,
2
or 4 hours near infrared (800ergs/cm sec.).
^"-----^„^^
2nd Treatment

1st Treatment
^~~~~~——___

Nearinfrared (hrs)j ,

U

Red light (hrs)
0

1

2

4

100
103
93
96

78
91
93
91

82
89
92
92

71
91
92
90

Thenormal lightfunctionofnear infrared. Continuous irradiation with near
infrared for one day with 4intensities yields the data of Table 7. As can be
expected from what has been demonstrated so far, higher intensities of near
infrared bring about increasing inhibition, in the same way as holds e.g., for
yellow irradiation.
TABLE 7. Inhibition of Avenacoleoptile length. Irradiation for 24hours with near infrared
at different intensities (ergs/cm2sec.).
Intensity (ergs/cm2sec.)

Relative coleoptile length

8,000
1,200
750
300
Dark

81
85
87
89
100
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The same is true for a time series at one intensity of near infrared (Table
8): a longer period in near infrared produces a stronger inhibition of the
coleoptile length.
TABLE 8.

Inhibition of Avena coleoptile length by near infrared irradiations of different
duration (minutes). Light intensity 800 ergs/cm 2 sec. Two representativeexperiments.
Irradiation time
(minutes)

Near infrared
(800 ergs/cm2sec.)

0
18
60
180
600

100
101
98
89
85
84

1800

100
100
96
89
84
84

Apparently,nearinfrared irradiationhastwoeffects ontheAvenacoleoptile:
1)a similareffect ase.g. redandyellow,beitmuchweaker, viz.decreasingthe
lengthobtainedincompletedarkness,
2)areversal ofaninhibition induced byred and yellow.
It isunlikely that our infrared source islesspure than that of others.Moreover, DOWNShaspublished similar effects (2).
The normal light inhibition reaction also takes place in combinations of
near infrared followed by yellow or red, the two effects in inhibition are additive.Thetotaleffect isthesameasiftwolightperiodsofthesamewavelength
region were given, taking into account the specific activity ofeach wavelength
region.
Near infrared irradiation of 800ergs/cm2sec.givenduring0, 1,or 4hrs,and
followed byredlightofthesameintensityduring0, 1,10,or 100minutesyields
theinhibition data compiled inTable 9. It should be remarked that in Table
TABLE 9. Inhibition of Avena coleoptile length by two successive
ment: near infrared (0, 1, or 4 hours; 800 ergs/cm2sec.)
(0, 1, 10,and 100minutes; 800 ergs/cm2sec.).
^~~~~-—___^^

1st Irradiation

2nd Irradiation

——^

{ 1

Red light (minutes) | ,Q

WOO

irradiations. First treatSecond treatment: red

Near infrared (hrs)

0

1

4

100
85
75
73

88
81
74
69

92
80
70
64

9 the figure 92 in the last column probably istoo high as compared with88
inthemiddlerow.Nonethelessfor allredirradiation periods alonger pretreatment with near infrared results in a stronger inhibition of the ultimate length
of the coleoptiles. This again must be due to the inhibiting effect of the near
infrared irradiation as such.
Neither exceptional is the effect of a weak near infrared dose following a
high intensity inhibition with near infrared. In this case no reversal of inhibition appears. This ispresented in Table 10.This tablesuggeststhat it is im-
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TABLE 10. The inhibition of Avenacoleoptile by two successive irradiations
withnearinfrared. Firsttreatmentdarkness,or4hourswith8,000ergs/cm2sec.near infrared.
Second treatment: 0, 15,30, 60, 120, or 240 minutes near infrared (800ergs/
cm2sec).
~~-—-^^^
First treatment
^~~~~~~~~~____^
Second treatment
^~~~~——-__

Near infrared (4hrs)

87
87
89
89
87
86

f o
Near infrared (minutes)
•

15
30
60
120
240

Dark

100
97
92
91
90
90

possible to annihilate the inhibition of a strong near infrared treatment by a
following irradiation with near infrared of lower intensity.
4. DISCUSSION

It is evident from the presented data that red, yellow and also near infrared
irradiations inhibit the length growth of Avena coleoptiles as compared with
darkness. The inhibition appears to be linear with log i, log t and log i X t.
This has been found earlier by other workers on growth of leaves of pea seedlings (PARKER C.S. [4]). We found inhibition also in blue (8) and violet light,
as will be discussed later in a more extensive paper. The darkcontrolplants are
the longest possible.
In general the effects of two successive irradiations are additive, e.g. in case
yellow or red follows yellow, red or near infrared. Near infrared as the second
irradiation, however, only behaves this way when it follows near infrared.
Following red or yellow (and we found the same with blue and violet) it reverses the inhibiting effect. The inhibiting effect can only be reversed onto the
inhibition level of the near infrared irradiation alone.
It may be suggested that the de-inhibiting effect of near infrared deals only
with that part oftheinhibitingeffect whichhasnotyet beenfixedi.e., proceeded
beyond a certain degree of realization. When light brings about an increase in
overall growth rate (6,7)for a timelonger than theirradiation period, then near
infrared might restore the original growth rate immediately, while this occurs
only slowly in darkness. This capacity of near infrared to annihilate an inhibiting effect resulting from a preceding irradiation does not hold for such effect
produced by near infrared itself nor for the loss of length produced during
the first irradiation and thereafter until the near infrared came into action.
It may be remarked, that the completely opposite results of LIVERMAN and
BONNER (3) are due to the different methods. The results of SCHNEIDER (6) and
THOMSON (7) explain this divergence. Our figures are obtained from full-grown
coleoptiles, whereas LIVERMAN and BONNER have measured their sections after
6 or 16hours of growth. They measure the growth rate, while we measure total
growth.
We may conclude that an inhibiting effect by near infrared is fully fixed during the irradiation itself; while the inhibition in other spectral regions is only
partly fixed during irradiation, for the larger part afterwards in darkness. If
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thisiscorrectwe mustexpectdifferent actionspectraforcontinuous irradiation
and for irradiation during short periods only.
The results DOWNS ([2],figure2) published agree with ourfindings.The
reversal bynear infrared ofthe daylength determining function ofred lightis
decreased when near infrared isgiven over long periods (see also [5]).Thus,
also here long periods ofnear infrared haveaneffect into the reddirection.
One may assume that theantagonism between shorter wavelength regions
and near infrared operates byway ofasingle length growth inhibiting factor,
which accelerates overall growth rate. Theconcentration ofthis factor then
should beraised (normal light function), orlowered (special near infrared
and dark function).
SUMMARY

Avenacoleoptile growth isaffected bylight; allwavelength regions appear
to beinhibitive, including near infrared.
Besides this, near infrared hasade-inhibition capacity oninhibiting effects
induced bya preceding irradiation inthe blue, yellow orred wave length
regions.Thisreaction obtains onlywhenacertain inhibition hasbeen induced,
but notyetfixed,i.e.,has notyetproceeded beyond acertain degree ofrealization.
The functional system maybean inhibitor oflength growth producedby
visible light and destroyed bynear infrared radiation.
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